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Different
shakes
"You guys are crazy."
It all started out when it was decided that

this issue would .feature rattlesnakes on the
cover. Now that sounds innocent e·nough.
doesn't it? But wait a minute, would you please
repeat that Pete, (he's the editor-in-chief) you
say you want a closeup of a coiled rattlesnake
looking madder than hell, r~ady to strike,
looking right into my camera. Oh fine!
Oh, and don't use my telephoto lens, sure
thing Pete, you bet, uh huh. I'll just ask the
snake to position himself long enough for me to
get the picture. After all everyone knows how
cooperative rattlesnakes are right? Yeh,
everyone.
So there I was, walking out of the dorm with
three other guys having everyone tell us we
must all be crazy because we are going out to
hunt rattlesnakes. By the time we were out of
Ellensburg I was beginning to wonder myself.
I was sitting up front with Don Brown who
had been conned into driving. Dale Banker and
Brad Brown (no relation) were in the back seat.
All three were veterans of previous hunting
expeditions and all assured me that rattlesnake
hunting was not only exciting but not really
that dangerous if one was careful.
"Just be careful not to get bit," one of them
added. I didn't laugh.
Rattlesnake Hunting
After traveling back into the hills over what
can only be described as a niisJ:!faced
mountain goat trail we finally arrived at our
destination. Dale and Brad went to cut sticks to
text
beat the brush with while I readied my camera
equipment and :Oon checked out the
surroundings.
Ten minutes later we were all making our
way up the the canyon looking for rattlesnakes.
I think, rather I know I would have given my
wide-angle lens to have ha.d Pete there.
Don then pointed out that we would have a
better chance of finding rattlesnakes if I would
move over to his left and refrain from beating
the same brush that he had just passed through.
Very funny Don, ha ha_.
First Snake
Luckily I was not the first one to encounter a
rattlesnake. Dale, who had the only snake stick,
had the entire situation under control by the
· time I got over to where he was to take any
pictures.
The three of them pinned the snake down on
a rock and I then proceeded to take some
pictures with my close-up lens. (Yeh close-ups
Pete, I was actually only six inches away from
the head of this poisonous snake.)
Looking back on the situation the only
explanation for my actions that I can think of
would have to ao with temporary insanity.
At any rate wo all survived that snake, along
with the three or four other ones we ran into
that day and I got all the picures I cared about
taking.
We, I mean they, then decided to bring back
a rattlesnake and so they carefully placed the
snake in a laundry bag and then put it in a back
pack in the rear of the car. Driving out we
could all hear the muffled sounds of the tail
rattling away.
The next thing I knew I heard the snake
rattling within inches of my right ear. For a
split second I died a thousand deaths. Then I
heard uproarious laughter from the back seat.
Brad ha<} simply shook the rattler off a snake
that he had acquired on the hunt up next to my
ear.
Yeh, real funny Brad, uh huh, real funny.

for
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'Central originality' shows
by David Harrington

staff writer
In the 1930s, Sir Noel Coward
wrote a comedy about marriage
and called it "Private Lives".
In 1972, Central's
department added

drama
some

originality to the scenes and gave
"Private Lives" to Ellensburg. .
Dr. Betty Evans, director of
. the Central Production, felt that
"Private Lives" would be in
great contrast to "A Streetcar
Named Desire'' and
"Lysistrata," both of which
were performed earlier this year
at Central.

Health fair s.lated

Dr. Evans also felt that with
all the misery in the world
today, a comedy such as this is
A consumer health fair will be held today in the SUB Pit area
needed.
The play displays strong between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
The fair, part of a class project of Jo Ann Swaaley, Central health
Central originality, especially in
education instructor, will feature displays and exhibits in such areas
the set, lighting and costumes.
as health. services and devices, food, marketing, ecology and
"Mod" stage set
Dr. Peter Vagenas, director of pornography.
theatre and drama here; designed
the set and considers it
"playfully stylized". The set was
designed with consideration to
Steve Frank, former national chairman of VIV A, will be in th1
the shape of Three Penny
Playhouse and carries a carousel Pit tomorrow at 4 p.m.
effect, coinciding greatly to the
VIV A, Voices in Vital America, a national student organization, is
mood of the play.
a non-profit, non-political group that works on various concerns
The set also was designed to including the Prisoners of War situation.
portray two locales in the play.
Frank's speciality is the POW-MIA situation and he will be on
Starting · as a hotel terrace, it campus tomorrow to convey some of this information.
opens into a drawing room of a
Besides , his work with VIV A, Frank was a delegate to the White
Paris flat.
House
Conference on Youth, a .presidential appointee to the Youth
Dr. Vagenas used a basic
design that would be strong Advisory Committee on Selective Service and a member of the
enough to display both scenes. A Jewish War . Veterans of America.
group of portables are removed
for the change.
Furnishings for the set were
impossible to acquire, so Dr.
The annual scholarship and awards assembly sponsored by the
Vagenas designed 13 furnishings
Office
of Financial Aid will be tomorrow at 4 p.m. in SUB 204-205.
-which were built by the stage
It was previously announced that the assembly would be held in the
crew.
Dr. Vagenas felt that his set Grupe Conference Center.
had a "modish flair, rather mod
but with a sophisticated taste."
Colorful costumes
Lighting and sound were
Hitchhiking is legal in Washington State, but not quite.
designed by Central student,
According to the Washington State Highway Department in
Craig Hopkins, and the costumes Olympia, hitchhiking will not technically be legal until signs have
designed by another student,
been posted designating areas where people can hitc~hike.
Shari Pocrnich.
"It's not entirely wrre:ct that anyone can hitchhike after today/' a
The lighting is styled in a light,
lovely tint while the set is highway department spokesman said, "because there are no signs up
basically a black . and white as yet ·designating the parts of the highway that are safe for
motif. The costumes, however, hitchhikers."
are brightly colored to tinge the
The department plans to have signs placed on freeway on ramps
performance of the actors and indicating where hitchhiking is allowed and where it is not allowed.
their dialogue.
Dr. Evans stated that the cost
of the performance was kept at
the lowest possible point. Being ·
the "Private Lives" is an older
play, the royalties are little.
Money also was. 'saved because
the costumes were designed and
made here.
Dr. Evans feels satisfied 'with
the acting and is especially
pleased with original aspects of
the performance.

POW is \(IVA subject

Assembly set for Grupe

Hitchhiking not le·g al yet

NOW PLAYING. Delayed last week because of an illness, Central's
production of "Private Lives" is now showing through Saturday. It's
a comica1 play in which Susan Tatum and Jerald Lessard (above)
combine to form half of the cast.
(photo by Cottrell)

Reserve Your APT NOW for
SUMMER AND FALL!
• Furnished and Air Conditioned
•All utilities paid, except electricity

1 BEDROOM-From . . . . . . . ... . . sgo to s99
2 BEDROOM-From ......... s108 t~ s135
These are special summer rates

WALNUT NO. APARTMENTS

1 block from Campus

925-2725

Sound ()f Movement

"Private Lives", according to
Dr. Evans, looks to be an
"entertainin2 show".
The comedy opened Monday
and performances are scheduled
to run through Saturday.
Additional matinees will be
presented Friday and Saturday at
3 p.m.
All other performances begin
at 8: 30 p.m. and are free to
students with ASC cards. Adults
will be charged $1.50 and other
students 7 5 cents.

LEON SMITH and the BASICS
Now Appearing At

THE CROSSROAD REST AU RANT
Friday night:

Prime Rib Special

$4so

Large cut of iuicy beef cooked to perfection, choice
of potatoe, soup du iours or tossed c;alad beverage
and dessert

HAPPY Roadrunning 5-7 Daily
We're open 2.4 hours remember
South Interchange

CROSSROADS· REST AU RANT

Orchesis, a modern dance group, will be presenting an hour-long
free program tonight through Thursday night in Hebeler
Auditorium.
The Orchesis has named its program, "Sound of Movement," as it
will swing through a combination of many different things from
modern dance to jazz dancing.
Lana Sharpe, lec.turer in . physical education, is the group's
director. She explained that Orchesis is made up of 25-30 dancers,
which is under the women's intramural budget.
Virginia Chick, a guest lecturer and dancer, will be performing a
solo in the program. Ms. Chick also performed a solo last year at the
Orchesis program.
The program begins at 8 o'clock each evening, and Ms. Sharpe
ur es. all to attend ........... " .. • .. • • •
~
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Canyon road bicyclists vvon'f race
by W. Smithson
staff writer
Lovers of bicycle races were
dealt a blow with the news that
the Canyon Road "bike day" on
Sunday. would not' include a
race.
The Four Seasons sport shop
had hoped to sponsor a bike race
on Canyon Road which will be
c,:losed to motor vehicles that
day from 5 a.m. until 7 p.m.

Shop personnel first
approached the State Highway
Department officials about the
idea last spring.
Tom Gray, the department
supervisor, remembered the
meeting and stated· that he felt a
more suitable place would be the
old highway 10 to Cle Elum, a
county road. .
Bob Woodke, owner of the
Four Seasons, still hoped to use

Student teacher
placed in Germany
by Sandi Dolbee
news editor

'

How would you like to do
your September Experience and
student teaching in beautiful
downtown West Berlin?
It's quite possible. One such
student is already scheduled to
go over there next fall and fulfill
some education requirements at
the John F. Kennedy School in
West Berlin.
Kathy Strozyk, a junior from
Raymond, will be the first
Central student to participate in
the program, which was finalized
last Monday when the Kennedy
school in Germany sent a letter
acknowledging Ms. Strozyk's
acceptance.
Jim Applegate, assistant
professor of education, initiated
this progr~m last summer when
he visited this school and asked
about the possibility of sending
Central students there to do
their student teaching.
Shortage of Teachers
At that time, he said, news
was just coming out about how
Germany had a shortage of
teachers and were planning on
hiring American teachers. He
said he thought sending students
over there to do their student
teaching might aid this program
of hiring American teachers for
German schools.
Ms. Strozyk is excited about
this opportunity. She said that
her biggest problem right now
will be to · find housing. The
school does not provide housing,
nor does it pay any of the travel
or living costs for the student.
Ms. Strozyk added that the
secretary . of the school over
there is from Wenatchee,
however, and she wrote and
voh.!-nteered her help in finding
housing and solving other
problems Ms. Strozyk might
encounter.
Other education students
interested in doing their student
teaching in Germany either fall
or any other quarter are urged to

3rd & Pine
Downtown

contact Dr. Applegate as soon as
possible.
Concerning whether or not a
student could get into the
program by this coming fall, he
remarked, "I'll bet we could get
them in."
The school is looking for
flexible, well-prepared student
teachers who can adjust to a
situation where 60 per cent of
the people in .the school are
Gerrnan nationals.
The John F. Kennedy School
consists of about 100 teachers
(half of them are American) and
about 1,200 students in the
grades K-13. Approximately 50
per cent of the students are
German, 40 per cent are
American and 10 per cent are
other nationalities.

Kathy Strozyk
Student teachinf! in Germany
The student teachers will be
teaching in English, but must be
able to at least understand a
little German, which Ms.
Strozyk does because she is
minoring in German.
Like any other large school
system, this school has a
counseling system, principals
who are German and American
and just . about the same
programs as American schools.
The secondary schools are
somewhat different
in that some
I
classes may meet two or three
times a week for several years
instead of meeting daily for one
year.

FREE PICK-UP and
DELIVERY SERVICE

Friendly courteous Service
waterproofing-leather goods-hats
knits-pillows-reweaving-moth proofing
repairs-drapery cleaning
Clean Only Service - By the pound
(Spotting Included)

ED'S CLEANERS
301 N. Pine

925-1688
, •

Canyon Road and continued to
press his case. Well, the road will
be closed, but still no race.
Gray stated one reason for the
refusal was that the closure will
bring large numbers of biking
families and "racing and family
riding just aren't conducive."
He voiced the consensus of
bikers who had contacted him,
expressing their opposition to
the idea of a race being held on
the same route, he explained.
Woodke responded to this by
stating that the race would only
last about 40 minutes, a small
amount of time when compared
with the 14 hours proposed for
the entire day.
The major reason· for the
refusal was the safety factor.

Gray stated that no matter what
measure would be taken , to
inform all bikers of the coming
race (such as a car which would
drive ahead of the race to warn
people), there was still the
possibility of some not getting
the word.
He stressed the result of a
family, rounding a curve and
riding head-on into a group of
racers.
Insurance was another factor.
'The dt:partment was unsure of the
state's responsibility for injuries
sustained while racing.
Gray doesn't see much hope
·for a race in the future-at least
on Canyon Road, because this
would be contrary to their plans
for future biking.

Students challenge
dependency clause
by Kris Bradner
staff writer

It appears that the
tax-dependency clause keeping
many students and married
couples from receiving food
stHmps is here to stay, at least
for a while.
In a hearing held earlier this
month, six couples who are
Central students, challenged this
rule.
According to the Ellensburg
Daily Record, "They got
absolutely no indication they
could hope to get the stamps
again in 1972."
The tax-dependency clause is a
rule in the food stamp
regulations which states that any
person who had been claimed
as a dependent by their parents
on their income tax retum
within the last year is ineligible
for food stamps.
Furthermore, if either a
husband or wife, or both, were
claimed by their parents last

year, then the entire household
is no longer eligible.
These students .contested the
new law as unconstitutional and
a hearing date was set.
The Record said that Ron
Marpert, attorney from the
Olympia office of the
Department of Social and Health
Services, conducted the hearing.
He allowed "editorial and
philosophical comment," it said.
Since the young people
weren't contesting their parents
claim, the meeting focused on
their reasons for needing the
stamps, said the Record.
A decision is to be reached
within 30 days but the outcome
looks negative for the
"dependents."
"Marpert," concluded the
Record, "had told them they
had to establish their case. Since
none disputed claims by parents
for tax exemption, the hearing
appeared to be only a means of
letting protests to the new law
be known in Olympia."

If this closure is successful,
Gray hopes to institute a plan
for "mixed traffic" days, where
motor vehicles and bikers will
travel the road simultaneously,
cars not to exceed 15 m.p.h.
The purpose of the plan is to
allow both types of travel to use
Canyon Road. Because of the
extensive use of the road by
tourists, campers and fishermen,
the bikers cannot be given.
recreational preference,
according to Gray.
He stated that one shouldn't
expect, for example, a tourist to
delay his trip considerably
because the road was blocked
off for bikers, especially if he
was from another state, here to
enjoy the scenic canyon route to
Yakima among other sights.

,The best value
around . is at _your
fingertips
Long distance is a real
bargain. Why not make that
call right now.

0

Ellensburg
Telephone
Company

SUB CAFETERIA
·"Nickel and Dime Day"
Look what you can buy Th~rsday May 25 10 a.m.
as long as ou.r supply lasts!!

·i

s~

each

l 10~ each

1--Beef Tamale
1--Beef Enchillada ·

1--Pizza Schnitzel
l --8 oz. Coke

1--Dish Refried Beans

-1--pc. Pumpkin Pie

1--Pizzand

l--Turnover-3 Flavors

1--Tray French Fries
1--Tart ~hell of Pudding

3--Breaded Oysters
1--Dish Buttered Peas

l--pc .. Cheese Cake

1--Chocolate Eclair

1--10 oz. Cup Coffee

1--Bavarian Cream Puff

1--6 ~z. Cup Hot Chocolate 1-~lce Cream Sundae
"W~ kno~ it's th~. E!~d of the month so raid ·your · Piggy Bank"
'

"

~

•

t

.~~~~~~~~~~~=""='~~~~~~~~~~,~·~-~-~·~·~~
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Canyons hold E-burg rattlers
by Dave LaT'Son

If a person happens to hear the sound. of a
rattler, said Dr. Dumas, he should back up
slowly away from the sound until completely
out of range.
Snakebite
"If someone is bitten by a rattlesnake, it
would be best not to fool around with the
wound, but go immediately to a doctor, if he
can be reached in 30-60 minutes with minimal
walking," Dr. Dumas stated.
The Yakima Valley has basically one
rattlesnake, commonly called the Western or
Oregon rattler, whose bite is not deadly or very
dangerous. One would notice that around the
wound it would be swollen and tissue
breakdown or bruises would appear.
In a bad snake bite, one might experience
bleeding from the nose or mouth. Such a
serious bite is rare from Northwest snakes, said
Dr. Dumas.
"It's been a long time since there has been a
ra~tlesnake bite fatality in the Northwest," he
said.

feat:ure editor
Ever been out to parties at Robinson Canyon,
Manashtash or Taneum Creek? And have you
ever thought that possibly you heard a shake of
a baby's rattle. Well, it wasn't.
According to Dr. 1 Philip C. Dumas, chairman
of the Biological Sciences department, any
canyon that opens into the major Yakima
Valley has the good possibility of housing a
number of rattlesnakes.
"I haven't heard of many students who have
been bit in these areas, but I know there is a
number of students and citizens who do go
rattlesnake hunting," said Dr. Dumas.
Being a herpetologist or one who studies
snakes, Dr. Dumas stated that he has gone in
the search of rattlesnakes, most usually on class
field studies.
Snake Dangers
Rattlesnakes, though primarily rodent-eaters
and beneficial to the valley, are not to be taken
lightly, indicated Dr. Dumas.
"If I could say-one thing aoout rattlesnakes it
would be, not to mess around with or handle
them because you're just asking for trouble,"
commented Dr. Dumas.
Dr. Dumas explained that they don't even
like to keep rattlesnakes in the science building
because of the difficulty to keep the snake in
captivity. They are kept in padlocked cages. . ·
"Generally, the rattlesnakes in this area are
not very aggressive. The majority of people who
do get bit are those who try -to handle them,"
Dr. Dumas reported.
Dr. Dumas believes that for every rattlesnake
that is heard shaking his rattle, the hiker has
probably passed seven or eight. Snakes down in
,the major Ya~ima Valley are very scarce.

Ganges ·floaters
Following Spring tradition, CWSC students annually take to the
river. This year, some enterprising, half inebriated youths decided to
stage their own water float ... on the Ganges.
This might seem like a fantastic use of natural resources-a
conveniently located fast moving water way that would take
students on a relaxing tour through campus.
That is, until one considers all the microscopic dangers lurking in
the murky waters. A student falling in the water and swallowing
some Gange liquid could possibly be affected by one or more of the
following ills: nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, skin infections or if he is
especially unfortunate, hepatitis, according to Dr. Karl c.'wi~kerath
director of the Health Center.
'
Dr.. Wickerath said that a check was run on the Ganges last year
and _1t was found to contain a high content of an infectious
.
hepatitis-giving bacteria.
He said that if a student should fall into the Ganges, he should,
first of all, try not to swallow any of the water. Secondly, he should ·
take a shower with soap and hot water. Then launder his clothes
right away.
'
Aside from the medical hazzards, Dr. Wickerath warned student~
about the possibility of drowning. He said the water was swift with
many rocks that could knock a person out. Also the numerous
culverts are easy to get stuck inside.
"Frolicking in the water," he concluded, "is a dangerous and
foolish thing to do .... there must be better places to go."

tfflDPU~rler
,

A labqratory newspaper of the department of journaiism of,
Central Washington State College published Tuesdays and Fridays
during the academic .year except during examination weeks and
holidays .•Views expressed are those of the students, staff and
editors, not necessarily CWSC. Advertising. material presented
herein does not necessarily imply .endorsement by this newspaper.
Mail Subscription price, $1 per quarter or $3 per year, payable to
the CAMPUS CRIER, CWSC, Ellensburg, Washington, 98926.
Entered as second class matter at the U.S. Post Office, Ellensburg,
Washington, 98926.
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Old Wives Tales
Dumas stated that he is often amused by the
many "old-wives' tales" concerning
rattlesnakes such as ten-foot rattlers when they
seldom grow longer than 45 inches.
Then there's the guy who stumbled on a nest
full of rattlesnake eggs, which is strange seeing
that they don't lay eggs.
According to Dr. Dumas rattlesnakes are not
likely to be found up in the hills or mountains
due to the cooler temperature.
By the way all hikers, campers and party
-~oers, if you're afraid to go to sleep tonight,
Just hang a ho~ehair rope at the foot of your
bed.
It'll keep the snakes out (an old Wives' tale).

Save eagles

.An immature bald eagle has regained its freedom and a $500
reward for information leading to the conviction of a person for
shooting the eagle has be.en given to a Wisconsin man by the
National Wildlife Federation.
Gary Buss, of Colfax, Wis., was awarded the money by the NWF
after witnessing shooting last October of a young bald eagle near his
home. After observing the shotgun shooting of the bird, which· was
perched on a tree, Buss reportedly intercepted the defendant and
informed him that he had shot an eagle.
The defendant reportedly denied it, saying that "It was just a
hawk." "After he had shot, however, he did not even look at the
downed bird," Buss noted.
Buss then notified U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife
authorities. The defendant was later fined $100 in a Madison, Wis.
federal court.
·
Unlike several other eagles that have been shot in the area in
re cent months, .the fortunate ~'lgle survived . . The bird was
immediately taken to nearby Chippewa Falls and its injured right
wing was treated by Dr. Charles Kemper, an amateur ornithologist.
Two months later, the healthy bird was released near the Necedah
National Wildlife Refuge in Wisconsin.
The reward was the second to be given under a nationwide reward
program started by the NWF last year. Although it has been against
federal law to shoot bald eagles since 1940, the NWF reward
program was started as the result of _the revealed mass slaughter of
eagles in Wyoming.
According to wildlife management experts, the future. for the
nation's symbol is looking increasingly bleak. The total in the lower
' 48 states is estimated to be as few as three to four thousand birds
and the use of hard pesticides and diminishing habitat continue to
take their toll. The southern species of bald eagle found in the
eastern half of the U.S. is already classified a8 an endangered species
by the U.S. Interior Department.
The National Wildlife Federation continues to offer a $500 reward
upon verification that the claimant's information was substantial
assistance in obtaining a conviction for shooting abald eagle.
The claimant must request the reward in writing to the National·
Wildlife Federation, 1412 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.,
20036, within six months after conviction. If more than one bald
eagle was shot by the convicted person, $500 will be awarded for the
one bird representing the total number shot.
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~-----------L_e_tt_e_r_s_·t_o_C_r_ie
__r ____________
Film cancellation explained
to the editor:
To the editor:
Dave Larson's article on the
Erotic Films cancellation was
more interesting for its
omissions than . its assertions.
Since he was aware of it, one can
only wonder why an earlier
attempt to guard the purity of
cwsc students was not
mentioned.
Don Wise cancelled the festival
on May 11, after receiving a
letter from Dr. Harrington
complaining, "It would lose us
more friends than it would
gain." Dean Miller concurred,
maintaining it was "not a
permissible activity." The films
were reinstated the next day,
possibly after someone
discovered the cancellation to be

illegal.
Dr. Treder's refusal to approve
the festival was unfortunate, but
he was not called until after
Herbert Frank expressed sore
displeasure.
Since a 10 day waiting period
is by no means uniformly
enforced, Olympian edict would
seem to be the ACLU's
application to show the films.
In a probable excess of school
spirit, Larson essentially
defended what was an act of
censorship. However, censors are
losing"'ground, and one can hope
the trend will hold even in
Ellensburg.
Barring interference, the
Erotic Films will be shown June
first in the Small Ballroom.
Kennedy Poyser

All letters to the editor ot the crier are welcome. Such contributions
will be printed .as space allows.
In_order to be printed, letters must carry the full name as well as the
address .and phorie ntimber of the author. Letters which are unsigned
or are signed with pseudonyms will not be printed.
.
Correspondence must by typed and limited to 250 words or less. The.
editor reserves the right to edit for matters of libel. No letters will be
returned.
.The Crier Office is located in SUB 218.
r

U.S. involvement in Vietnam

.termed 'betrayal of ideals'
To the editor:

into two zones, mark the words,
zones.
Brent Begalka's ire over the
They were to be imite<t
"slant" in your May 12 issue is through elections to be held in
understandable since a large 1956 under the supervision of an
number of Americans have been international commission. The
United States never allowed
led to believe th~t North those elections to be held
Vietnam and South Vietnam are because all observers had noted
two separate countries and that that in any free election Ho Chi
the former is the aggressor Minh would get overwhelming
wan ting to destroy ttie majority.
indeperidence of the latter and
Incidentally the U.S.
that the United States is only involvement in Vietnam began in
defending a small country, 1945 not to contain Communist
"South Vietnam" from foreign China (because China did not
aggression.
become Communist until 1949)
History and facts beiie this but to restore French colonial
idealized picture about the rule in Indochina.
, American mission in Indochina.
Just as the Americans have
Vietnam is one country and has struggled and would struggle to
always been recognized as one. preserve the unity of their
The Geneva Agreements of 1954 country so are the Vietnamese in
which the United States the northern and southern
solemnly agreed to respect z o n e s f i g h t i n g f o r the
clearly state that Vietnam was reunification of their country.
to be only temporarily divided
Had there really been an

aggression against South
Vietnam, ·the United States
would have won the war long
ago. But even the most powerful
country in the world cannot
defeat the still more powerful
force, viz., nationalism.
It is not the United States that
is being defeated in Vietnam. It
is the U.S. betrayal of its own
ideal of national independence
that is being defeated. It is not
yet too late for the United
States to end this misadventure
·and return to its own ideals.

As a Southeast Asia specialist I
have in my office several books
and documents written · by
respectable AmeriCans on U.S.
involvement in Indochina.
People like Brent Begalka are
welcome to come and consult
them and discuss the question
with me if they wish.
Usha Mahajani
Department of Political Science

Student claims letter misinterpreted
To the editor:
Since my letter, published in
last Friday's Crier in response to
the POW editorial, has been
challenged, strangely enough by
the organizer of VIV A, I feel

Crier staff
gets thanks
To the editor:
They may call them hippies,
junkies, finks and SOBs. They
demonstrate for this and that
and have a love-in, sit-in or
whatever their heart desires. ·
But to me there is a group of
men and women whom f love as if
they were my sons or daughters.
This group is the staff of the
Campus Crier.
They have all the hurry and
scurry of college life along with
worrying about putting out a
twice-weekly newspaper. Yet
this lovable bunch of men and
women took time out to think
of a fellow man.
When I was in need of all the
help and moral boosters I could
get, they thought of me during
my illness.
My thanks and my heart goes
out to this group of fine men
and women. God bless and peace
be witb you all.
Ron Miller,
Co-worker
Ellensburg Daily Record

MILK
F.RESH GRADE A
44 cents % gallon
· Homo-past % Gal. 48c
Open 3-6:30 Daily

NANUM VUE DAI.RY
·Kittitas Hi.Zbwb 96~'25:7t ·

responsible to defend myself.
I shall do it as simply and
concretely as I can, since it is
obvious that my first letter has
been misconstrued.
First, I felt that the
introductory sentence of . my
letter was sufficient enough to
key in the writers to whom I was
addressing my response. It read
as follows: "I am writing in ·
response to the editorial 'POWs
and you."'
Secondly, since an editorial is
simply one person's opinion, my
letter was written in sole
response to that single person's
interpretation of the situation of
the POWs.
I do not see how Mr. Dudley
saw my letter as a direct
criticism of VIV A.
And finally, if I had had any
explicit criticism of the VIV A or
the organizer of such a group, I
would not have beat around the

bush. The VIV A would have
known if I had intended to
direct my letter toward them.
If this letter does not clear up
what I feel has been an
misinterpretation of my letter
by Mr. Dudley, I would request
him to again reread the POW
editorial and my letter.
Michael Olds

'LEATHER

Rea80llaltle Rates
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Credit shorlage at graduation
by Nicholas Gardner
staff writer

Academic advisement can help out

people per quarter have sought
assistance from the Academic
Advisement Center since its
establishment last January.
Where are the problem areas in
the Central advisement system?
Why do problems occur?
· Of course, the greatest burden
is on the student. He must seek
Many people have stood advice and consult the catalog.
Most students do this, but
before the Committee which·
meets weekly, yet at most, 70 Enos Underwood, registrar and
When graduation comes this
June or Jn the near future, will
you have met your curriculum.·
requirements or will you be
standing before the Admission,
Matriculation and Graduation
Committee asking for a waiver
of requirements?

director of admissions, noted the
most frequent causes of credit
shortage at graduation:
1. In most cases, students fail
to make up dropped or failed
courses.
2. Preliminary advisement
before a definite major has been
chosen. He suggests possibly we
should have undeclared majors
until the junior year.
3. Advisors may waive a

course for a substitute but fail to
submit a slip to show this. When
time comes to evaluate, the
advisor has moved on to another
school.
As it stands, evaluations occur
during the first quarter of the
senior year by request (earlier
for education majors and
transfer students).
There is no rule that says a
student must declare a major

Queen Helene Mint Julep Masque 15 Minute Treatment
Must Show Immediate Improvement or - YOUR MONEY BACK!
A New York Doctor, working with a cosmetic laboratory, has developed a simple
home-treatment that rinses away blackheads in a matter of minutes. It was demonstrated recently on five teen-age girls
\ and three boys.
The results were breath-taking. Blackheads really rinsed away. In fact, many
could be seen on the cloth used to wash
off the Masque. But this wasn't all! Acnepimples improved after one application,
enlarged pores reduced, and rough complexions became cleaner, clearer and
smoother looking. These results certainly
indicate why teen-agers are now saying
"this is one product that really works" ...
and why mothers of teen-agers have
endorsed its use.

The Masque-Cream Treatment is indeed
a remarkable discovery, not only for clear
healthy skins, but also for the self-confidence, poise and self-esteem a fine complexion brings to teen-agers!

Anyone Can Use It
If you suffer the agony of teen-age blackheads, acne-pimples and rough unsightly
complexions, giveyourselfthis home treatment at our risk. Apply this delightfully
Mint-Scented Cream and within 2 or 3
minutes an absorbing agent, call~d Argilla,
dries and turns this cream into a plasticlike masque. You will now feel as though
hundreds of "tiny fingers" were softly
kneading the skin, loosening pore-caked
dirt, blackheads and foreign impurities.
As it firms and hardens, its suction-action
draws out waste matter from the pores ...
In 15 minutes you simply rinse the masque
away with lukewarm water which dissolves
it immediately. When you wipe your face,
you can see that blackheads and other
pore "filler" actually come off on your
towel. And your skin feels clean ... really
clean ... refreshed, smooth like velvet!

Start Now
Improve Your Complexion
Don't take a back seat or be a wall-flower
because of bad skin. If you want to get your
full share of fun and parties ... clear up
your complexion and let Mint Julep
Masque "Lead the Way"! You certainly
owe it to yourself to try a single fifteen
minute home treatment to convince yourself that this new Queen Helene masquecream can work wonders for you.
«> Para Laboratories, 1970

Attention!
MOTHERS of Teen-Agers
Queen Helene Mint Julep Masque is a
MUST fOr you, too! It will help tighten
sagging skin on face and throat, relax
tired face muscles and stimulate a fresher,
cleaner, more youthful complexion. Try a
medicated Mint Julep Masque Treatment
YOURSELF. You'll be delighted with the
skin-tightening experience and more alive
feeling that comes with every treatment.
Queen Helene Mint Masque is only $3.00
for the six ounce jar, enough for over 3
months of daily home treatments. Buy it
today! Start using it immediately! Prove
it to yourself at our risk, for one full
month. If, at any time during the month,
you are not completely satisfied , simply
return the unused portion and you will
get back every penny of your purchase
price.

r- -MAIL NO RISK COUPON -
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field although some departments
require this. Should students be
required to meet an advisor
before registration and
determine a major?
They should not, in the opinion
of Dr. Schllesman, dean of
Under graduate Students,
because:
1. It is easy to forge a
signature. "When it is easy to get
around a requireniem," he
stated, "why have it?"
2. Difficult fo locate an
advisor.
3. Objection by students to
this requirement. Students, he
said, want to handle their life as
an adult.
Dr. Schliesman admits there
are still problems in registration.
One difficulty is that people
change between the registration
and the time of classes,
especially, he noted, in the
up-coming registration is spring
for fall quarter.
A lot happens between spring
and the four months away.
"Students may find they don't
have the money to continue
school, they get married, they
become pregnant, they get in
accidents and they change."
As a result, Schliesman
remarked, "We have three
registration periods;
pre-registration, regular
registration and add-drop."
Is there a substantial need for
Academic Advisement?
Schliesman
admitted that
there were problems in the old
advisement method whereby
advisement sessions were held in
dorms or head residents were
directed to advfse students.
"There was a real need on the
part of the student," schltesman
stated, "especially the
pre-major."
The response was ·a joint
student-administration
Academic Advisement Center
established last January. It is
unique, Schllesman remarked, in
that it uses trained students as
well as faculty to give advice.
Underwood thinks the center
is worthwhile because it will
measure the need of academic
advisement, show departments a
need for the service and is a
means to direct a student to an
advisor.
So what are some solutions to
·avoid coming before the
committee to ask for waivers?
Students should seek an
advisor early in college and at
registration and consult the
catalog. Schllesman reports that
all entering students are being
directed to the Academic
Advisement Center.
Underwood sees strength in
the department chairmen and
faculty personally knowing the
declared major students in their
field and putting pressure on the
student to seek advisement.
He cited three departments
which seldom have problems
with credit shortage at
graduation. Those are
psychology, business
administration and music.
Students should seek advise in
the Academic Advisement
Center which is open daily from
7:9 p.m. during pre-registration
and 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily in
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River race described

as 'great success'
by Dave Larson

feature editor
Participants numbering 96 and
spectators numbering between
250 and 300 brought "again a
great success" to the Third
Annual Great Yakima River Raft
and/or Floating , Objects Race
last Saturday.
Kennedy Hall co-chairmen
Steve Smith and Dean Walz both
commented that the race went
off smoothly with only minor
problems.
"The river wasn't as high as we
thought it was going to be so we
didn't run into as many
problems as we had
anticipated," stated Smith.
Walz added that he thought
perhaps some people decided
not to come to the race because
of the changed race course and
the high water threat.
Those receiving first place
trophies were Barb Shott,
women's inner tube; Connie
Tuson's team, women's rubber
raft; Wilson Hall, women's dorm
trophy and Dianna Guerrini,
women's home built craft.
Men's inner tube category
went to John Becker; Jim
Weber, men's rubber raft; Moore
Hall, men's dorm trophy; and
Ray Naas, men's home
constructed raft.

Applications
available
Applications for senior
Fulbright-Hays awards for
university lecturing and
advanced research during
1973-74 are now being accepted.
Information on this program
may bf obtained from the Office
of International Programs,
Peterson Hall.
Application requirements
include U.S. citizenship; for
lectureships, college or
university teaching experience;
for research awards, a doctorate
or, in some fields, recognized
professional standing as
demonstrated by faculty rank
and publications.
These awards generally consist
of a maintenance allowance in
local currency to cover normal
living costs of the grantee and
family while in residence abroad.
Roundtrip travel is provided for
the grantee, but not provided for
dependents.
For lecturers going to most
non-European countries, - the
a ward includes a dollar
supplement, subject to the
availability of funds.
It may carry a stipend in
dollars and foreign currency, the
amount depending on the
assignment, the lecturer's
qualifications, salary and other
factors.

Dr. Donald Wise took first
place for the second year in a
row in the faculty-staff category.
"Some of the racers suffered
from the coldness of the river
and the height of the river
fatigued others," said Walz.
According to Smith the
weather was quite poor, but that
it brightened just a bit during
the race.
"The weather may have
caused some people not to show,
but all in all there were people
out there who would have gone
if it had snowed," commented
Smith.
Both the race chairman were
enthused about the upkeep of
the spectator areas.
"When we went back to clean
up the different areas, we were
really surprised how clean they
were. People had picked up all
their bottles and garbage," said
Walz.
"We were just really glad that
a lot of people had a lot of fun
because that's the main reason
we have this thing. It's
something we plan to have every
year," concluded Smith.

YO HO HO. The Third Annual Great Yakima
River Raft and~or Floating Objects Race was

held in less-than-great weather, but g~od, clean
fun was had by the nearly-400 who attended.

M last.

A bike bag that
will probably outlast
your bike.
We feel this is the sturdiest
bike bag ever offered.
It's made of water repellent
DuPont® Nylon, with extra wide
shoulder straps, waist band,
a two way nylon zippered tog
pouch, plus an extra zippered
side pouch.
This bag is perfect for the
day hiker or bike rider. It's size
is fifteen inches high, twelve
and a hal f inches wide, and
five inches deep.
Olympia Beer is offering this
bag for $7.50.

Boeing boost
SEATTLE
- A Boeing
Co. official says the firm is
close to making its first domestic and foreign sales of a commercial hydrofoil boat.
"We fully expect to have firm
sales commitments in the United States and overseas by summer," said William M. Shultz,
manager of the commercial hydrofoil program for Boeing.
The Boeing Model 929 commercial hydrofoil, which will
sell for about $3.5 million, will
carry 190 passengers and their
baggage or 250 persons on a
r

Enclose check or money order made payable to OLYMP IA BREWING CO. Cash can
not be accepted . Return the completed
form and check to The Gift Shop, OLYMPIA
BREWING CO .. P. 0 . BOX 947, Olympia,
Washington 98507
PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY
(First Name)

(last Name)

(Street Address)
(City)
(State)
Visitors are always welcome at the Olympia Brewing Company, Tumwater, Washington, 8 to 4:30 everyday. *Oly*®

...

(Zip Code)

Indicate choice of color. Blue or Orange .
____________
:____ ______ _________________ .cws-a .
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Education program'
•
•
vanes
expenences
by Karen Sybouts
staff writer
The Urban/Migrant and Indian
program is for education
students interested in working
with people from different
ethnic backgrounds, said br.
Elmore, director of the Urbani
Center Teacher Preparation
Program.
It also is an ideal program for
seniors wanting to complete
their teacher education program
in one year.
The program be~ins in July
with a three-day workshop at a
field retreat center near
Leavenworth. Attendance is
mandatory for participation in
the total program.
At the workshop the students
and advisors are divided into
interaction groups. This gives
them a chance to communicate
openly by sharing and listening
to each other.
In August, there is a field_
experience introducing the·
students with sociological,
psychological and environmental
conditions affecting school-age
children in the urban
community or the migrant and

STUDENTS.
Paying Too Much For
· Prescriptions?

Try Us For Better
·Prices

We Guarantee _It!

. 4th

.;nd Pi_ne ;

Indian children living on the
reservation.
The urban field experience is
in cooperation with CAMP
(Community Action Motivation
Program) in Seattle, while the
migrant and Indian program
involves parent-child . centers,
day care centers, Headstart,
summer school programs and
working with children of
migrant workers and Indians
throughout the Yakima Valley.
In the September classroom
experience, students are assigned
to a classroom in a central area
school in the fall.
. Operations of the school,
instructional methods and
classroom management
responsibilities are also part of
the experience.
The classroom experience is
designed to increase awareness
of educational philosophies and
techniques for the beginning of
the school year through active
participation and observations.
Fall quarter block learning is a
classroom course working with
laboratory ~xperience relevant
to the Social, academic and
economical life conditions of the
area.
Students in the migran_t and
Indian program work with
children in the lower Yakima
Valley and those with the urban
prograJn work with children
from Seattle School District No.
1.
Students will be placed
according to their school,
subject and grade level
preference for both the
September classroom experience
and the fall quarter block of
learning.
The courses for the fall block
of learning include Psychology
309, Human Growth and
Development; Psychology 310,
Learning and Evaluation;
Education 314, Curriculum
Methods and Materials; and
Sociology 49~, Poverty and
Educational Disadvantaged.
Dr. Elmore will be on campus
to discuss the urban program
today and Frieda Kirk, director
of the Indian and migrant
program, will be here tomorrow .

BARTO DANCE. The Weston-Davis Revue was who finally had to disperse at 9:30 p.m.
among the four bands which played for over six because of city permit conflicts. The dance was
hours last Thursday on the Barto Hall grounds. sponsored by the residents of Barto Hall.
The groups attracted several hundred students,
(photo by Bates)

\Big siblings program needed
by Wanda Miller
staff writer
"It's a fine program," said Dr.
Don Goetschius, speaking of the·
"Big Brother" organization he
and ~ friend started six years
ago.
Dr. Goetschius said a program
of this - sort was necessary
because boys need an older
person, preferably a male, "to
look up to."
The program, since its
beginning, has expanded and
there are now 12 Big Brothers
and 25 boys. It also has been
expanded to include girls in its
ranks by starting a "Big Sister"
group.
The girls who need a Big Sister
are referred to him by the
welfare office. ~They are usually
girls with only one parent. The
boys who need a Big Brother are
usually referred by their own
mothers.
What does a Big Brother (or
Big Sister) do? Dr. Goetschius
said that a sp'?nsor has to "form a
strong, one-to-one relationship"
with his child.
·
After establishing this, the two
"do all sorts of things
together-homework, playing
catch, hiking, swimming,
visiting, and just trying to be a
(riend. A Big Brother should try
to see his child at least once a
week."
The · program also has group

activities. Recently, the
organization took a camping trip
to Camp Dudley and a bicycle
hike.
Dr. Goetschius wants to
further expand the program to
include not only elementary age
boys, but junior high boys as
well. He also wants to further
expand the Big Sister program in
the same manner.
The only thing hqlding the
expansion of the program is the
lack of students who want to
sponsor children.
He does not want someone to
be a sponsor, though, unless
"they really want to. An adult
can do more harm than good if
he isn't serious about being a Big .
Brother. In fact, if he isn't

serious, he can actually harm a
child. After all, the kid's been let
down once before and he
doesn't need it again."
The Big Brothers of Central
a re Skip Stevens, Steve
Townsend, Dan Dittmere, Craig
Syle, Bob Rhoads, Steve Howe,
Ben Crendall, Jim Madill,
Gunnar Almgren Skip Soli,
Randy Brown · and Bob Lagerser.
0

The Big Sisters are Susan
Boltano, Karen Andrews, Sharon
Flamer, Mary Ann Foecke,
Dalinda Hanson, Kathy Kubler
and Wendy Myers.
He said anyone interested in
joining his program should eome
to Black Hall, office 32 or call
him at 963-1771.

Campus dry cleaning set
The dry cleaning service in the bookstore, provided for the campus
by Model Laundry and Cleaners of Ellensburg, is excellent according
to Ray Naas, assistant manager of the College Bookstore.
The idea for the dry cleaning service came from the students
through Don Wise, director of Student Activities, and Wendell Hill,
director of Auxiliary Services,
· The program is just getting off the ground and there have been no
problenis with the service yet, according to Naas.
Model Laundry was the only company to bid on the program,
which includes a three-day service and a one-day rush program. The
prices are the same as downtown, making the pickup and delivery
free.
This is a poor time of the year for the program to be starting
because heavier clothing, which is the backbone of the dry cleaning
business, isn't being worn anymore, said Naas. The program was
started around April 1 of this year.
The response has been more than expected for this time of year,
and it is hoped that returning students will pass the word next fall,
Naas said.

WE REPAIR VW's
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the year~' ·
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'
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.Rare lish confiscated
from Ellensburg pair
by Nicholas Gardner
staff writer

Pat and Lloyd Nolan collect tropical fish.
Two weeks ago a game department official and
local police confiscated their rare "walking"
catfish.
Befoi:e turning the fish over to authorities by
request _of a seizure warrant, Nolan destroyed
the~.

Still the Nolans have other rare tropical fish
and they don't want to see the incident
repeated.
The Nolans, who live at 601 W. 10th bought
the fish six years ago. Two years ago they were
declared illegal in this state. It is a gross
misdemeanor to sell or possess them,
punishable by $1000 and or a jail sentence.
The fish obtains its name from the ability to
survive and even "walk" on the land using its
pectoral fins.
The species almost is unheard of in the
northern hemisphere but is native to areas of
India and Southeast Asia.
It was accidentally introduced to the waters
of southern Florida and has spread to bodies of
water farther north destroying bass and sunfish.
"It is unknown if the fish can survive in our
_cold water," stated Larry Klump, Kittitas game
agent, "but just in case, we don't want any
released here. If they did live and reproduce
here, all other fish populations would be
threatened."
However, a source from the Westside Tropical
Fish store in Yakima, claimed, "They are not as
dangerous as the State Game Department says.
All fish will consume the smaller fish."
The Nolans don't think so either and their
objection to the law is that it should have a
clause that would permit serious minded
persons to possess rare fish by regulation and
control.
And the Nolans don't consider themselves
amateurs . . They claim a combined 18 years
experience with fish.
"I have had fish since the sixth grade and on
through high school," Ms. Nolan said.
Both became involved in rare tropical fish six
years ago when they were first married.
"The point now is," said Ms. Nolan, "maybe
we can help someone else, if we get enough
people interested."
The Nolans would like to get a regulation
· passed whereby individuals could possess
questionable species by special permit and
control.
Nolan summed it up this way, "I understand
anyone can own a-machine gun if they pay the
high sales tax and register u; why couldn't we
do the same thinl! to rare trooical fish?"

Students asked to join
ci1y council committee
The study group on youth
participation in government, a
subcommittee ·of . the Citizen's
Advisory Group to · the
E 11 ensburg City ~ouncil, is
looking for students who are
interested in working with the
study group now through next
fall.
The group is looking for two
interested students who will be
available to meet regularly
through the summer, usually
every other week.
The group is especially looking
for a single on-campus student
and a single off-campus student,
according to David Canzler,
chairman of the group.
·
Dr. Canzler said the mayor
and the council have recognized
a need for greater
communication between young
people and city governm.~nt.
Therefore they have appointed
this study group to work on the
problem. The group will be
working closely with Jack
Spencer, councilman, and Tom

Field-oriented courses
by Karen Sybouts
staff writer
If you want a field oriented
approach to teaching
preparation, Option B is for you,
particulary if you are unable to
leave Ellensburg for a quarter
other than for student teaching.
The program begins with a
field study in coordination with
the Yakima schools prior to fall
quarter. It is somewhat
equivalent to September
experience in Option A, but goes
a little beyond.
The approximate date of the
field study will begin August 27,
when the regular teachers report
to the Yakima ·schools~ Students
will be placed according to their
gr a de level and subject

preferences.
· During fall . or winter quarter
the student will take two Option
B courses, which include a
on Planning for
seminar
Teaching I, Growth and
Learning I and a practicum in
the local schools to build onto
the experience they had at the
Yakima schools.
.
· The practicum (Instructional
Aid Practicum) may be on
campus or within commuting
distance.
Other on-campus classes may
be taken with these courses. The
Instructional Aid Practkum is
worth five credits, while the
seminar is two and Growth and
Learning I is four credits.

Catholic school to close ·'
by David Harrington
staff writer

St. Andrew's Catholic School
in Ellensburg is presently in its·
final hours of existence. After
the completion of this term, the
school will be closed.
The school presently has 95
students ranging from
kindergarten through grade _six.
Mrs. Joan Kluck, principal of
St. Andrew's, believes the
reasons for the closure are as
much philosophical as financial.
One reason is that people no
longer believe in value centered
education. Parochial schooling
has traditionally used the
method of educating students
through religious aspects, thus
morals and values. It appears
that this method is not as
acceptable to todays' Catholic
families as it was in the past.
· Parents, who themselves
attended parochial schools,
expect today's school to be the
same. Finding them offering a
much broader approach to life
than they received, however,
tends to disillusion their value
of a parochial education.
Mrs. Kluck also feels that a
lack of leadership in the Church
explains the modern changes of
today's parochial schools. In .
order to make these changes
acceptable, particularly in the
conservative region o·f'

Ellensburg, someone must be
able to make these changes
understandable to the members
of the Catholic community.

The next part of. the sequence
merges with Option C.
Psychology 312, Growth ·and
Learning II and Ed. 315,
Planning for Instruction, are
started together. Ed. 315 is
normally continued over two
quarters. A total of six hours
must be taken in Ed. 315 and
completed prior to Ed. 453.
Last in the Option B sequence
will be equivalent to student
teaching. This will be done at
one of the college's centers
where the college supervisors
and the supervising teachers have
been trained for the program.
After finishin1~ this quarter the
professiona l education
requirements for certification
will be completed.
For further information
contact either Alan Bergstrom,
director of Clinical Studies,
Black Hall 206, or George
Grossman, associate professor of
education, Blac ; ~ Hall 23.
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Baer, administrative assistant to
the city manager.
The group's findings will
become recommendations for
the council, Dr. Canzler added.
All students interested intaking part in this group are
ur,ged to phone Dr. Canzler at
963-3437 as soon as possible.

FQR SALE: 1965 Corvette ftbk:
19fl9. 427 430 hp .. 10.000: 4 spd:
1970 rearend 3: 70: Header.
<Wrecked. needs front end glass.
etc.) See Butterfield Chev. Body
Shop. 963-1459.
Would appreciate return of wallet
lost or stolen 5-17-72. Tom
Kimball, 402 E. 8th Apt. 9 ---'.!
need ID.
Free Kittens & mother, 8 wks.
old, playful, housebroken. 9632558
'

Just g_uess my age. No purchase necessary.
· Draw high noon May 27th
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Thinclads roll on
at district 1 meet

by Chris Boushey
Bob Bullis won the 880 for
sports writer
Central as Vince Konigsberger
Team depth, a thorn in got a "cheap shot" according to
Central 's track team all season~ track coach Tom Lionvale.
ca m e out of hiding and "Vince was being pressured into
co n quered the northwest the concrete wall and he threw
Saturday as the Central track an elbow and was disqualified. It
team completely demolished all was a cheap thing to do."
opposition winning the District
Mike Behrbaum won the
1 track title.
440 Intermediate hurdles in 53.4
As one or' my cohorts at the and Ray Payne won the pole
Crier would say, it' was an vault at only 14 feet for
awesome display of power. Nine Central 's other first pla·ce points.
out of the twenty first places · Dave Walker, who sat out last
went to Central. With seven week's meet against Western
teams competing that is because of a pulled muscle in his
awesome.
lower back, . competed in only
Central rolle.d up 230 points one event for Central, that being
to finish points and points the 440 relay to help tie the
away from anyone elso. Eastern school record.
placed second with 127 2/3 and
"Dave is still sore from the
Western was not far behind with injury and I hope he's better by
111 l /3. Pacific Lutheran, next Saturday," said a
Whitworth, Simon Fraser and concerned coach Lionvale.
Whitman rounded out the fiela
In the two mile walk, Dennis
in that order.
McPherson came within one
'!'here were many stars in the second of first place with a
meet and. two new school clocking of 16 minutes and 45
records but the biggest nQise was seconds. Buck of PLU, rated as
from a group of men wlto run the fourth best walker in the
.
the 440 relay.
nationt won the event in 16:44.
Bob Knies, tops in the 440
Last week coach Lionvale said
run, Mike Behrbaum, hurdler that his team was on a three
and sprinter, Dave Walker, long week cycle with the peak to
jumper, 220 and anything else come at the conference meet
and Central's top sprinter, Steve which is this Saturday at
si'aven tied the school 440 relay Western. If Central's team can
record set five years ago in 1967 perform better than · last week's
with their showing of 41.2 performance, their performance
seconds.
will be "awesome".
Slavens broke the school
Strawberry Cup
record in the 220 winning that
event in 21.1 seconds, easily his
rugby tournament
fastest time of the season.
Junior Bill Harsh was the only
Central Washington A 9, Seattle
Rugby Club 3 (Pat Doohan conversion
double winner at the meet held
and Penalty kicl<, for winnera)
Se3ttle 13, Langley, 13.C., 0 (Terry
on Eastern's Campus in Cheney.
iV.urphv c.onversio and drop goal for ·
wi nni~rsJ
.
The huge weightman won the
Seattl'? 16, Central w.1shin9!on B .t
(Allan Feisst two tries, Ed Harkin two
shot with a put of 52' l1h" and
P"r'dlty kicks and conversion for win ·
ner
the discus with a heave of 162'
S<eattle 11, Cr?ntral Washington i'- O
(He<rken kicked 3 penalty Kicks for
10 %. His third place in the
w11~ners)
FINAL STANDINGS: Cham1lion ,,_
hammer throw of 140' 51/z'' was
Ricl1rnoncL B.C., 15·1-3 over we~tern
twenty feet farther than he's
\Nasi1ingt011: third - eattle; fourth -Ce~lral Washington A.
ever thrown before.
Freshman Paul Slichter won
the mile again, this time in 4:25
with Darrell Han burg Placing
second at 4:25.4.
John Mobray won the 120
High Hurdles in, somewhat of a
surprise last week Johnson of
Western. won that event in 15.1
seconds. Saturday he finished
second to Mobray who won the
,
event in 15.5.
~~ )

Morrill~Van Amburg star

Wildcats dominate district
by Bill Irving
sports writer

If you thought the Los
Angeles Lakers dominated NBA
basketball this past season you
should've seen Central's Ken
Van Amburg and Mark Morrill
dominate the singles and doubles
competition in Friday and
Saturday's NAIA District 1
tennis Championships held on
the 'Cats courts.
With the loss of only one set
in seven matches, including
doubles, Van Amburg took the
singles title over Morrill while
Morrill lost no sets in singles or
doubles uptil falling to Van
Am burg.
A trip to the NAIA Nationals
in Kansas City in the second
week in June, the first for
Central since Morrill went in
1967 with his doubles partner,
await the dynamic duo. There is
a possipility others might go
with them but that hinges .on
adequate finances and good
enough season records, said
coach Dean Nicholson.
Central's squad ran away with
the team title, accumulating 15
points to Western Washington
College's five, Pacific Lutheran's
three, Whitworth's two, and
Whitman's zero.
Number one seed Van
Amburg, after a first round bye,
eliminated Western's Doug Clark
6-0, 6-2 but lost a set to PLU's
Dave Knodel before recovering
to win, 6-4, 3-6, 6-3. That took
him into the semis against the
Vikings' number one Dale
Patterson who he sneaked by,
6-4, 7-5, and then he won the
whole thing, 6-3, 6-4, over
Morrill.
In the meantime third seeded
Morrill was running through the
early rounds, eliminating
Whitman's Dan Clark 6-0, 6-2
and Western's number three
Arne Larson, 6-2, 6-4 to move
into the semis. There he mowed
down Whitworth's number one
Jack Fournier 6-3, 6-1 but
couldn't continue the pace in
the finals against Van Amburg.
Impressive is the word to
describe their doubles
accomplishments. After a first
round bye the top seeded duo
eliminated teammates Rusty
Dyer and Jon Hyink 6-1, 6-4, in
what turned out to be their
toughest match of the tourney
scorewise, which moved them
Jnto the semis. They dumped
Whitworth 's Fournier-Joe
Denniso 6-3, 6-1 in that match
and saved their best to the last in
the finals.

THE SERVE - Central's ace Ken Van Amburg serves during this-past
weekend's District I tennis tournament here on the Wildcats courts.
Van Amburg won the singles title, defeating teammate Mark Morrill
for the championship. Morrill and Van Amburg won the doubles
crown, qualifvinl! them for a snot in the nationals. <nhoto bv Cottrell).
There they faced PLU's win, as the lower players from
number two seeded Knodel-Ted
Some outstanding records
Carlson who had two weeks stand out after the Districts, not
earlier won the Northwest on I y Morrill 's and Van
Conference championships. It Amburg's. Van Amburg has a
was really no contest as Van tremendous 30-6 combined
Amburg-Morrill played superbly singles and doubles record with
to win, 6-2, 6-1.
Morrill ~ot far behind with a
The way things are designed in 28-8 mark. Number five Dyer
district competition the team also deserves recognition for his
with the best couple players will 22-8 mark.
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MIA-WIA kick off
Spring playoff odion

Sports
Regionals ·next

Baseballers whip ·L and C
by Roger Underwood
sports editor

would have looked as good as Heaverlo's in the
record books had it not been for L and C early
in the game.
Schulte was hampered by arm trouble earlier
in the season, but is coming into his own when
the team needs him the most.
Utecht had another big game, clubbing a
double and an inside the park home run. Yep,
that's right, inside the park.
It all happened when Utecht, who is not in
the lineup for his speed, hit a drive down the
right field line, which landed fair and curved
past the fence. L and C's rightfielder loped after
the ball, figuring Utecht would get a
ground-rule double, but the alert Wildcat kept
coming and after he had circled the bases, it
was determined that the ball was in play.
Jim Vandersys, the 'Cats do-everyth~ng
rightfielder rapped a double and triple while
Gannon came up with two more doubles, and a
four for five total for the game.
Frederick acknowledged that his big guys
came through. "They really played good ball",
he said. "We· played great defense in the first
game, and although we made some mistakes in
that second game, we came through real well.
We'll sure have our work cut out for us
Wednesday night though."

Any knowledgeable sports buff knows that in
order for a team to be of championship caliber,
, it has to have what is known as a "money
player", or a player who will deliver a top
performance when the pressure is on.
Some teams are fortunate to have more than
one of these "money players" while others
simply rely on one person to carry the load.
The Pittsburgh Pirates had Roberto
Clemente. The Dallas Cowboys finally came up
with one in Roger Staubach and the Lakers
have Jerry West and Wilt Chamberlain among
others.
The Central baseball team won another NAIA
District 1 baseball championship this past
weekend, their fifth straight, by whipping
Lewis and Clark State 6-0 and 6-3 in Lewiston,
and they showed that they do indeed have
some real money players on the club.
In the first game of the twin-killing, both of
which took place Friday, ace righthander Dave
Heaverlo fired a five-hitter at the Idahoans,
blanking them 6-zip.
R.J. Williams, the power-hitting leftfielder,
provided all the offensive punch that Heaverlo
needed by hammering a 360-foot two-run
homer.
First baseman Bob Utecht had two hits, as
did shortstop Bob Kelley and third baseman
Mike Gannon to pace a 12 hit attack.
Heaverlo's whitewash wouldn't ordinarily be
too surprising, except for the fact that he
pitched despite suffering from cramps in _both
legs.
"Dave didn't really pitch that well," said
coach Gary Frederick, but like any true money
player, he pitched good enough to win under
pressure.
• Another money player is Greg Schulte, who
spun a five-hitter in the second game that

MIA softball finals start
tonight with 16 tearm slated to
battle it out for the top spot in the single elimination tourney.
There are eight team& still
undefeated, one in each league
as the regular season comes to an
end.
The Comers have the best
record, 8-0,' but they have
played one more game than the
other tearm due to the number
of teams in their le~gue.
The uridefeated teams in the
finals are; Canuckabockers, Head
Jobbers, Zoo '72, M.F.'s;
Anahauser Busch, Sex-Pack, and
Valgar Faulkers, all with 7-0
records.
Primo Warriors, leading team
in the race for the all sports
trophy, are competing in the

tourney as the number two team
in league H.
In other MIA news, the
doubles tennis tourney is
underway with the finals slated
for a week from today May 30.
The quarterfinals· are being held
today with the semi-finals slated
for Friday.
The MIA track tourney
preliminaries, postponed last
week, were held last night and
the finals in the meet will be
held tomorrow afternoon at
3:30.
Over in the Women's
Intramural Association, the
Second Annual Bicycle
Marathon is going to be held
tomorrow. The race will cover
10 miles and there will be three
classes this ear.

FOUR SEASONS
SHOP
CYCLE

OPEN EVERY DAY
Till 7 p.m.

soow. 8th

ed

~;-~S

27"
WHEELS

NAIA Region 1 baseball tournament starts
at Portland . Wednesday with Central
Washington college meeting Orego_n College
at 9 p.m.
:Jn the opener, La Vern ·of California meets
Eastern Montana in the double elimination
tournament.

FRAME

SALES
PARTS

Frederick feels that this could possibly be his
best Wildcat team ever, so who knows how far
they might go. One thing's for sure. They've got
the money players to go from here to Tijuana,
let alone Phoenix.

.SERVICE

Hendricks leads women natters
by Bill Irving .
sports writer

Other 'Cat representatives
were first singles Diane Russell
who lost in the quarterfinals and
number one doubles Susan
Yaden-Lorene Sjostrand who
were eliminated in the second
round.
In first round action,
Hendricks, who played second
singles and had a mediocre 7-4
season record going ihto the
Northwest meet, blanked Boise
State's Kris Riordann 6-0, 6-0.
At the same time Russell won
her match by default when her
Lane Community College
opponent didn't show up.
Yaden-Sjostrand took their
opener 6-3, 7-5 over Elizabeth
Jason-Cathy Coffen from Lewis
& Clark.

Ask Susi Hendricks what
happiness is. Chances are she'll
tell you winning the Northwest
number two singles tennis title is
happiness and so is having her
team finish third in the
Northwest Championships.
Yeh, Hendricks' happiness was
a reality as she won the number
two singles title and her team
finished third in the Northwest
Championships held in Eugene,
Ore. Thursday through
Saturday. ·
According to tennis coach
Eilene Nannay, this is the first
time a Central woman ;has had
her name on the second singles
trophy since it was first given in
the-early 1960's.
1
"Her lucky racket" that she's
had ever since her sophomore or
junior year in high school is
what Nannay termed Hendricks'
secret of ,success. That, along
with an especially good draw in
the tourney. After
congratulating her, Hendricks'
teammates thought she should
have her racket painted gold and
·put in the Hall of Fame._
Powerhouse Portland State
University won the meet with 16
points followed by the
University of Washington's 10,
Central's six, and Eastern
•
Washtng{oll"· > -0911.eg~:s~;,:fi}t~ _ ·,~,.'

d

1

Second round action saw
Hendricks pushed to three sets
before winning 6-2, 4-6, 6-3 over
UW's Jill Perry. Russell
continued on with a 7-6, 6-4
victory over Alaska Methodist's
Nina Faust. Yaden-Sjostrand . ended their tourney stand with a
6-4, 6-1 defeat to Southern
0 re go n C o 11 e g e ·' s Gaye
Knapp-Deborah Showerman.
Third round action eliminated
Russell as she fell to Wendy
Harper from Highline CC, 6-2,
6-1. Into the finals Hendricks
went after beating PSU's Kim
Westerman, 6-3, 6-2. Once into
the finals it was a tense affair
but Hendricks pulled it out, 7-5,
4-6, 6-3 over Kim Severson of
the University of Oregon.
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WE HAVE RALEIGH AND NISHIKIS

team

ELLENSBURG --.: Four Central Washington State
players . were selected on the Evergreen Conference
college baseball all-star team announced confere nee
coaches.
Catcher Dave Hopkes, first baseman Bob Utecht and
outfielders R. J. Williams and Jim Vandersys were the
Wildcats chosen for all-star laurels.
Vandersys was the leading hitter in the conference
with a .463 average, ·while sophomore Hopkes compiled a
.410 average overall. Utecht hit .386 in EvCo games and
Williams .372.
Central third-sacker Mike Gannon ·was picked as a
utility i.nfield~r. . .
• .. • . . .
..
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1o Speeds

TuEs T1L sAT
WERE

Columbia
Falcon
Mundo

REG

160.00

REG

109.95

Tigers

REG. 1os.oo

REG. 109.95

THERMIC WATER BOTTLES reg.
PUSTIC AIR PUMPS reg. 1.99

NOW

$8,9 .95
$139.95
$99.95.
$99.95
4.99

. A~L BIKE TIRES 40 per cent OFF

5

3.50
1.29
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es plays through vveek
by Candy Bonham
cat-a-log editor
The comedy "Private Lives"
can be seen
in Barge tonight
thru Saturday night at 8:15 p.m.
This change of schedule is due
to a recent iliness of one of the
cast members.
Admission is free to students
with ASC cards. There is a $1.50
fee to the public. Students
wi thout ASC cards will be
charged 75 cents.
POW
Past national chairman of
VIVA, Steve Frank, will be
speaking tomorrow in the SUB
Pit at 4 p.m. on POW-MIA.
Admission is free. All

interested persons are invited to to the sounds and structure of
attend.
the language. Foreign Language
NEW COURSES
498 an intermediate course in
Central is offering new the use of the Chinese language.
philosophy courses for Fall
RECITALS
quarter.
The students of Central may
German 301, titled "Goethe hear two music programs at
and his Age," deals with his Hertz this week.
literature. German 354, listed
Tonight at 8:15 p.m., Wanda
under Narrative I, concerns 19th · Whitner, soprano, and Carol
century novels.
Duffy, trumpet, will combine
The Spanish classes to be efforts in _a joint recital.
offered are Spanish 298 for
Thursday, Steve Protiteno,
social workers . and teachers and bass is featured in his senior
Spanish 398, culture and recital.
civilization.
Admission to both are free.
Also, a new program involving
AAUP MEETING
the Mandarin Chinese language
Today at 4 p.m. in the
will be offered in two classes. language and literature lounge,
Chinese 151 is an introduction the American Association of

University Professors will hold a
meeting to discuss its recent
campaign to represent the
faculty as a bargaining agent.
Although the Board of
Trustees took no action on the
AAUP'S petition for
recognition, sources say that the
AAUP intends to persist in its
efforts to represent the faculty
as a bargaining agent.
All faculty are urged to attend
this meeting.
NAVIGATOR CLUB?
A film presentation explaining
the ' Navigator Club, will
highlight their spring rally
Thursday at 8 p.m. in SUB 204.
It's a unique opportunity to

HOUSING
The waiting list for on-campus
housing is way down. If
interested, apply at the Housing
office, Barge-101.
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learn about Christian outreach
amon~ students worldwide.
MEXICO PROGRAM
An orientation session will be
held in the SUB small dining
room at 7 tomorrow night for all
those students who are planning
to participate in the Mexico
Program during the 1972-73
academic year.
This meeting is also a chance
for students to inquire about
this program.
All interested students are
welcome.
SPEECH AND HEARING
Dr. Haugon, from the speech
and hearing clinic at. Eastern
Washington State College will be
speaking Thursday at 9 a.m. in
SUB 206 on the recent
developments in operant
techniques as appJ.ied to the field
of speech pathology and
audiology.
ORCHESIS
"The Sound of Movement" is
the theme of the show to be
presented by Orchesis in Hebeler
Auditorium tonight and
tomorrow night at 8:30.
Admission is free.

thesis play
by Gary Myers
staff writer
Winston Hoffman, better
known to local students as
. "Sancho" in Central's
production of "Man of La
Mancha," is currently involved
in another dramatic production.
This time its a thesis play for
his M.A.in drama from Central.
The musical comedy "I Do! I
Do!" is being directed and
produced by Hoffman. It
co-stars Bootsy Seamon and
Hoffman who also designed the
lighting.
Why is Hoffman putting so
much effort into this
production?
"The success of 'I Do! I Do!'
means a great deal to me," he
stated. "That will give me more
confidence on a professional
level because I'm doing now just
about what I would normally do
in the professional theatre."
The musical encompasses 35
years of marriage with its
traditional ups and downs. These
variations of happiness are
portrayed in song and dance by
Ms. Seamon and Hoffman
professionally . .
The enthusiasm of the two
players is very contagious and
infects the audience within the
first scene.
The Broadway production is
adapted from Jan de Hartog's
"The Fourposter" and was first
performed in 1951. The music
and lyrics were composed by
Jones and Schmidt.
Hoffman's production of 'I
Do! I Do!' is appearing on the
Warehouse Theatre's stage in
Yakima and can be seen this
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
and June 1-3. Curtain time is
8:30 p.m.

